The aim of the present research is calculation the values of total Stot stopping power which consisted from two parts :radiative SRad , collisional SColl of electrons by employing BetheBloch relativistic formula. All the related equations programmed via MathCad2012 by using the mean ionization potential I value for Beryllium in the energy range of (0.1-10)MeV, the results showing a that the collisional stopping power is the dominate along the energy interval of incident electrons than the radiative stopping power and the by comparing the Stot values of Estar code with present results shows a in excellent agreement in especially in the energies (0.1-3)MeV ,after that, the Bethe-Bloch relativistic formula show some discrepancies, which requires addition another corrections factors to keeps the errors in results small.
Introduction
The Stopping Power (SP) of a medium is a parameter used to describe the gradual loss of the energy of the charged particle [1] .The Study of (SP) of positron and electron through matter is an effective tool for exploring the structure of matter .The importance of SP in variety of applications such as radiation physics, Chemistry ,Biology and Medicine especially for β -and β + in matter have widely usage in medical applications [2] . Beryllium is a chemical element with symbol Be and atomic number 4and atomic weight of 12 .The stopping power evaluations for β -are studied in two different ways : the first is to consider the interactions of incoming of the electron and positron with target electron , which is called collisional stopping power while the second is considered the fact that accelerated charged particles is radiated ,which is called radioactive stopping power or Bremsstrahlung Loss which will discussed in next section in details .The total stopping power for light charged particle is given as following [3] :
An extensively study [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] exists in the literatures ,Berger and Seltzer [4] had modified the Bethe -Heitler theory and introduced empirical corrections to calculate the mean energy loss by Bremsstrahlung .Btra [10] calculated the stopping power for positron with two parameter approximation and it is valid for positron energy between 1KeV-5000KeV ,besides its found that there a multiple scattering distribution which exhibits differences between β -and β + .
Jablonski et al [11] report an improved predictive formula for electron stopping power based on analysis and fit stopping power calculated from the optical data for 37 elements in energy range 200keVto 30keV. Zhenya et al [ 12] studied systematically the stopping power and mean free path in amino acids. The aim of this work is to use this Bethe-Bloch theory in order to determine the SColl of tungsten which is of a huge importance in various applications. 
Metholodgy
The term stopping power can be classified into two types of interactions, namely collisional (with orbital electrons) and radiative (with nucleus) as following:
1-The Collisional Stopping Power SColl
SColl is defined as hard collision with atomic electrons, this results in excitation or ionization these ultimately end with rising the temperature of the target (through atomic and molecular vibrations ) unless the ions and electrons can be separated using an electric field as done in radiation detectors . The collisional stopping power of Beta particles is different from the heavy charged particles because of two physical reasons : firstly, an electron can lose a large fraction of its energy in single collision with an atomic electron which has an equal masses ,secondly β -particle is identical to the atomic electron with which it collides and β + is electrons antiparticle that in quantum mechanics , the identity of particles implies that one cannot distinguishes experimentally between the incident and struck electron after collision .energy loss is defined in such a way that the electron of lower energy after collision is treated as struck particle unlike heavy charged particles, the identity of β -particle and the relation of β + to atomic electrons imposes certain symmetry requirements that described their collisions with atom . The SColl of electron can be written as the following [13] (2) E= energy of the incident electron .
A and Z= mass and atomic number of target material .
x= distance traveled by the electron in material.
I= average excitation potential of target material.
n= electron density of material which can be calculated by the equation [15] :
Where NA is Avogadro's number , ρ density of target material and Mu is the molar mass constant . In the equation (2), after substitution the above values , we obtain a more simplified formula in units of MeV/ cm [8] .
Where(-dE) is the energy increment lost in the infinitesimal material thickness of dx .Hence higher stopping power means shorter range in material that the particle can penetrate . The stopping power is proportional inversely with the incident particle velocity and ionization energy .In the other hand , the mass stopping power of a material is obtained by dividing the stopping power by density .Common units for mass stopping power -dE/ρdx are MeV .g -1 .cm 2 .The mass stopping power is a useful quantity because it expresses the rate of energy loss of charged particle per g.cm -2 of the medium traversed. The radiative term, (dE/dx)Rad, accounts for the energy loss due to bremsstrahlung, Cerenkov radiation or nuclear interactions .SRad represent the inelastic collision with nucleus , which produces a quanta of electromagnetic radiation (photon of energy hv as shown in fig. (1) ) by particle which is important for electrons. Bethe and Heitler obtained an approximate relation between the collisional SColl and radioactive SRad stopping powers by the relation [5] . 
The mean ionization parameter I is a function of the target atomic number Z.
Results and Discussion
The with atomic electrons while the fast electrons has low probability of interactions with these electron and pass over the columbic field without influenced by the electrons, thus this induced the electrons to open more channels of radiative energy losses. When we compare the results of both SColl and SRad , we found that ,that the SColl dominates over the SRad due to the low energy range and the most contribution in Stot is due to it. In all figures , we observe a divergence of present results and Estar, after E=3MeV, this is may be due to that Bethe-Bloch relativistic formula used in calculations required some corrections such as density and shells .
Conclusions
The present calculations refers to that the Stot decreases with increasing particle incident energies. With increasing particle incident energies , SRad values increasing due to the electrons approaches the nuclear field of target atom and production the Bremsstrahlung .The most dominant interaction of the incident electrons at low energies with the valence electrons of Be is the radiative SRad while for higher energies is collisional SColl , hard or soft . The Stot values mostly produced from the collisional stopping power especially at low energies and SRad has the biggest influence .In other words,
Finally Stot values depends on mass, atomic number Z and density of the target material. 
